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Book Descriptions:

Digitech Gsp 2120 Artist Manual

For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. It may not
display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. I am
pretty sure the Legend II and the RP12 are essentially the same thing.I was always looking for a
back up but never saw another but then the Valve appeared on Ebay. I just purchased a G Lab LMS1
to split to 4 amps with which I plan to switch amps via midi. I have been going over and over the
manual and have yet to understand the midi Device Mapping on the 2101. The manual does not
explain how to identify devices “upline” or “downline”. I suppose that setting specific devices on
specific midi channels is going to be the only way.and then name the devices in the MIDI section.
Anyone know how to tackle that. I was gonna start a 2101 appreciation thread, yet this thread seems
as good a place to talk 2101. I should probably source another FC so the clean one I have stays that
way. I did some programming today and experimented with the Seamless Program Change settings.
When I upped firmware to 3.00.00 Artist and installed PPC210 last winter, it looks like the default
settings are Hold Time 1.5sec Ramp Time 1.5sec looks like that’s where the 3 secs are changing
these values are making a difference.I will experiment more tomorrow So that tube was essentially
in the signal, but it was not what provided the distortion gain or any voicings.Its pretty simple and
surely Digitech expected users to program it this way. The main issue is that 10 parameters linked to
CCs is not quite enough.15 shouldve been the minimum if I could have my way. Ive had my 2101 for
about 2 years. My intention was to sell the 2101 to recover some of the cost of the 2120. After all the
2120 is newer, better looking in the rack, and has smoother transitions from patch to patch. As an
example, with the 2120, there seems to be no way to take Wah out of the signal chain though it can
be
disabled.http://www.mitconline.in/www.mitconline.in/uploaded_files/fck/Image/buy-nhtsa-manual.xm
l

digitech gsp 2120 artist manual, digitech gsp 2120 artist manual, digitech gsp 2120
artist manual pdf, digitech gsp 2120 artist manual download, digitech gsp 2120 artist
manual free, digitech gsp 2120 artist manual instructions.

I never use wah, and though it doesnt hurt anything, but Id be a little happier if I could remove it
completely. Am I just missing something, or are the first 4 or 5 effects hardcoded into every
algorithm For the 2120 youd just have to add the wha and loop blocks I was very happy with it after
I got a tubebased power amp and used it for years. Still in great shape and so is the foot controller.
Might have to set this up one night.For the 2120 youd just have to add the wha and loop blocksOr
maybe a wart on the top of your big toe. I digress. I would like to buy a new piece into my rack. Wich
one would you buy.I have tried a digitech 2101 for a couple of ours, a month ago.It was great! But I
rellay do not know what is the difference beetween the other models. Thanks for all your help!
Bence The 2112 can easily be upgraded to a 2120 though, so if its significantly cheaper to get the
2112, then do it, because it can be upgraded fo like, 20 bucks. I own a 2120 myself, and my friend
owns a 2112 upgraded to a 2120. I honestly dont know alot about the 2101 though.I would like to
buy a new piece into my rack. Thanks for all your help! Bence I got some REALLY cool sounds out of
it. They worked most, if not all, of the bugs out finally with this model but by this time its popularity
was waning. Suggestions If you have the money and are able to find one, get one of the 2120 artist
models. The patches were, supposedly, designed by professional musicians of the time and the cases
come in pretty, metalic colors like purple and gold. The patches themselves arent really usable by
todays standards right out of the box but make for good starting points to build your patches with.
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The great thing about these is that youre not locked in a certain chain, you can mix and match
effects in different orders so long as you have the memory to run them all with. Make sure you get
the manual with it if you can.http://www.hospvetcentral.pt/site/upload/buy-mxit-moola-manually.xml

These things are extremely versitile and ease of use was not a factor in how they were layed out.
Programming takes a bit of getting used to and theres a good sized learning curve to start with.
Once youve got the basic idea though, its only a matter of time before you will be able to tweak it to
your needs. Time is really the factor here so dont expect to get your sound right off. Theres about a
million options and things to mess with. If you dont have the time, dont bother. As soon as you get
whichever model home, replace the preamp tubes. Youll notice the difference immediately. These
things were shipped with the cheapest Sovtek had to offer. Personally I got a pair of
ElektroHarmonics and the sound was wonderful. The difference is not about feel but more about
type of gain, warmth and edge. Summation I found these to be versitile units in the extreme but if
youre looking for a boutique modeling sound you wont find it here. These are antique units by todays
standards with modeling technology what it is today but their versatility and ability to cover just
about any tone range is the key. They were designed to be used as studio processors as well as stage
rack units and many artists played them back in the day. These are units that you either love or hate
there is no middle ground. Clean, crisp tones with enough candy to suit most needs in one
unit.Theres a bit of rocket science involved. LJThere are forums out there where people make their
own PPC chips nowadays. I have the chip in mine. It stacks another Sdisc chip on top of the first,
and gives you seamless patch changes unless youre using too much of the processing power for one
program. Then it would give you the slight glitch between that patch and the next one. The manuals
are available at Digitechs website I believe, so thats not an issue. Ive used my 2101 since it first
came outliterally. I have a NAMM show floor sample.

It went back to Digitech several times for bugs to be worked out, and now its as upgradeable as
possible. I have no plans to replace it with anything. Its the brains of my rack. But I dont use the
preamp, and yes, it can be totally shut off. I use any combination of 5 other preamps to feed it, and
thats when it is at its best IMO. So I dont know why Id want TWO of them.The footpedal is fantastic,
and totally usable live. Its proprietary, and is very intuitively designed. Ive heard you can use the
Johnson modelling amp footswitches too. Bottom line, you cant go wrong with any of them, because
you can always add an inexpensive tube preamp in front if you have to.I think I even put EH tubes in
it.There are forums out there where people make their own PPC chips nowadays. Then it would give
you the slight glitch between that patch and the next one. With the PPC chip actually a populated
circuit board you are essentially splitting the memory that was only meant for one not a problem if
youre not going to be using a big chain but something about the idea would just bug me. Im just real
anal about having all my options open in case I need them for whatever reason sometime down the
line. Of course, I could be totally wrong about splitting the memory, too. I seem to remember
reading this several years ago and my own memory is not quite what it used to be. Feel free to
correct me if Im wrong. 2 Original PPC chips are extremely rare nowadays and Digitech stopped
issuing them so long ago that they probably dont even have their own original plans on file anymore.
Heck, you cant even get the upgraded firmware chip from the factory for the 2112 anymore. Kind of
hard if you dont know the difference between a transistor, a resistor or a diode let alone finding the
correct chips at radioshack or wherever. Better to buy a later model with all the extras built in,
IMHO. The footpedal is fantastic, and totally usable live.

http://afreecountry.com/?q=node/3670

Ive heard you can use the Johnson modelling amp footswitches too. Nice warmth from the tube
section and a nice bit of edge and sustain from the transistor stage to carry it over the top. As Glen
is so fond of saying Your mileage may vary. Add a smidge of compression for tightness and a tad of
chorus with some gentle delay for headroom and you have a chunk sound from hell thats versitile
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and responsive without getting muddy. I also play a bit of blues and venture into jazzy sounding stuff
once in a while so the tube stage suited me for those tones as well nice overdrive without being too
sharp or cutting if you didnt want it to be. I put my Bad Horsey and Whammy in front of it and ran
the whole thing through a studio grade rack EQ and then into a clean, transistor, 100W per channel
stereo, rack poweramp. Thats all I ever needed. Some folks have had great success with running this
unit into a rack tube amp but its not recommended simply because the tubes will color the sound.
This thing was designed to be run through totally clean amplification which means transistor amp.
Again, your mileage may vary. I wouldnt make a PPC and Im pretty handy. Id find some geek on the
message boards who was making them already, and buy it. Some of them are in electronics school
and such, so its kind of like a fun project for them to duplicate firmware. Like finding a cheap older
Ibanez that still has the backstop in it. As for the PPC chip and memory, the only difference is that if
you have a really long algorithm you wont have a seamless patch change to the next program. I dont
have seamless patch changes anyway, because of my other preamps and devices. But it doesnt affect
the operation in any way.Unfrotunatelly there is no place where I find all the models together at the
same time and try them one after the other. Or may I buy T.C. Gmajor.

http://jms-servisni.com/images/Dewalt-18V-Battery-Charger-Manual.pdf

The truth is I have an eventide H3000S wich is really great, but not the best for everything and I had
not spent enough time to realize what I need most. Me however, still swear by my 2120 artist. If you
have a good preamp, try the 2101, if not, get one of the other two and upgrade to version 2.10 or
2.11 the chips for this can be found on ebayI have just re set my 2112 up after using a gnx4 for ages
and all i can say is boy did i miss this sound, its a sweet unit and i am goint to leave my gnx for
recording and this baby for my main playing, the amp doesnt colour the sound like it does using a
gnx.You have to take the top off the unit once out of the rack. There is, if memory serves, a bracket
that keeps the tubes in place. This comes off after removing one screw. Then you can replace the
tubes and put it back together again. EH tubes seem to be a popular choice I did. Although I now go
to www.eurotubes.com and get JJs for all my tube needs.So much so, that there is very little more
you can wish for. If you dont plan on using the preamp another option is the Digitech TSR 24,
basically the 2101 sans preamp. Good hunting!Please enter your desired user name, your email
address and other required details in the form below. Note that passwords are casesensitive. If you
do not receive your activation check your spam folder before using the CONTACT US form at the
bottom right of each page. FOR YOUR PROTECTION, PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING WATER
AND MOISTURE Appliance should not be used near water e.g. near a bathtub, washbowl, kitchen.
Valvolare Pulito GSP2101TM Artist DigiTech. 2101 saTuRaTed TuBe. Valvolare Saturo GSP2101
Artist DigiTech.JumBo aCousTIC. Chitarra Acustica tipo Jumbo.GSP 0 Manuale dUso.
MultiEffektProzessor. Bedienungsanleitung. View and Download DIGITECH GSP2101FC owners
manual online. Remote Foot Controller. GSP2101FC Accessories pdf manual download. No Resetting
Please wait.

http://aiyta.com/images/Dewalt-18V-Xrp-Hammer-Drill-Manual.pdf

Encontre Manual Original Gsp 2101 Artist Digitech Studio Pre Pedais Digitech no Mercado Livre
Brasil. Descubra a melhor forma de comprar online. 6 min Uploaded by LondonGuitarTeacherHow to
program your own algorithms into the Digitech GSP 2101. Find one here GSP2101 Links. This is the
best effect processor, I know. It provides many good sounding effects, the factory presents arent
badanyway and you can set up your. Control One. Remote Foot Controller. For use with the 2112
SGS, GSP2101, Valve. FX and Legend II. A Harman International Company. Digitech gsp 2101
fc.Digitech vgs 2120 artist edition super sic dual tube pre. Digitech midi pedal pds3500 with box and
manual. A Digitech GSP 2101 Preamp. In all honestly just like. Hey Robb yeah Dude I hear ya.
Pubblica gratis i tuoi annunci per vendere. Il GSP 2101 offre distorsioni tube e solid state. Also
included in this listing is the power cable for the 2101, the midi style cable that goes between foot
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controller and the 2101 and the 2101 instruction manual. Both items are. Digitech 2101. Fri, May
13, 2011 154pm. A friend gave me a digitech 2101 to sell for him. Anyone here have any experience
with one of these Looks like a pretty cool unit. Is there somewhere to download patches for these.
digitech gsp 2101 manual its pdf.Attachments. digitech 2101. Installation Manual for 20 MHz
Upgrade. Set Digitech GSP 2101. This document describes how to do the frequency doubling of the
Z 80 processor at the GSP 2101. A Screwdriver Pozidrive 2. A Screwdriver Philips 2. A Screwdriver
Philips 1. A metal bracelet or a wrist. But the rich possibilities of GSP in 2101 is priced this
complexity, however, if we want to create their own algorithms themselves. Otherwise, you can use
existing ones, the proposed range is wide enough for a large number of common situations. The
manual is quite clear, but the machine is quite complex, the effects of. This upgrade works for ANY.

Digitech 12AX7A tube set for GSP2101, GSP2101 Artist, GSP2101 Limited Edition, GSP2101 LE,
GSP 2101 Artist PRO, SGS 2112 or 2120 VGS guitar effects processor. A Youll get a detailed
installation manual with the tubes in English or German language. Alguem ae sabe o site da
DIGITECH digitech rp10, rom V2.0. Alguem sabe onde encontro. Alguem sabe me explica aqueles
Parametric EQ da digitech rp 10. Manual da Digitech Rp10. Shop with confidence on eBay.
Processore a valvole per chitarra, usato dai professionisti di tutto il mondo in studio, vendo per poco
utilizzo e ricambio parco macchine. Tenuto sempre a casa in maniera maniacale, non ha danni e
funziona perfettamente, a corredo manuale di istruzioni. Spedisco in tutta Italia con SDA. Non
accetto. Does anyone here have one of these. I have the Studio Tube version with the Control One
pedal board. I bought this thing like 10 years ago, and lost the book. I always just used the presets,
but now I am wanting to start writing some effects of my own. Can anyone here help me. I
downloaded the manual. Digitech GSP 2101 Artist Preamp and Multieffects Unit. DigiTechs
exclusive modulation delays. Manual takes a few reads to get the hang of what they are talking
about. May need some previous experience. Digitech GSP2101 Limited Edition BEST multiFX ever.
Sign in to disable this ad. Just thought someone in. However, my criticism falls under the manual
with particular attention to the section about creatingyourown programs and how to link it up to the
mixers. I just wish they explained the mixer section. Is it toast I hate to invest a lot of dough into it, I
got it on the cheap, and use it occasionally, but still its kinda cool to have. Can anyone shed some
light on. Digitech GSP 2101 Studio Tube Made in USA 1994. Good cosmetic condition. Full working.
Firmware 2.00.00. Comes with power cable. Manual available on the DigiTech site cost is due to the
quality of the packaging very safe and sending by EMS fast delivery.

PDF maybe check this, the German manual featured such a setup if. Plus the midi stuff;. I undusted
my old GSP 2101 one week ago and despite the scratchy level pot, it still works fine. Digitech
PPC210 S Disc Expansion Board A second SDisc processor allows for a few extralarge effects to be
loaded, and. I played the Digitech GSP2101 with Footcontroller since 1995 and had never Problems
with it! It did the. There are many easy things that i miss on Axe.Trouvez digitech en vente parmi
une grande selection de Instruments de musique sur eBay. La livraison est rapide. Digitech
GSP2101FC Manual FR. 3,80 EUR; ou Offre directe; Livraison non.Digitech Output Input
Potentiometre de nombreux appareils gsp2101 2112 2120 Legend gsp21.From the product manual
Quote IMPORTANT The Control Output is not a MIDI output, and should not be connected to any
thing but the dedicated Foot. MultiEffects Processor. Congratulations, and thank you for your
purchase of the DigiTech GSP2101 Artist. Is that possible to download somewhere a users owner
pdf, html, or whatever for this 2101 GSP model. Tanks a lot. Meanwhile, I have found a manual here
I have one, I changed the pot which is still available from digitech, then it started to crackle.Koop of
Verkoop digitech op Marktplaats.nl. digitech kopen en verkopen tegen een aantrekkelijke prijs.
Saludos y un abrazo a todos. Quiero comprarme un multiefectos y he estado pensado en el viejo
Digitech GSP 2101, me gustaria la opinion de alguien que lo haya tenido o lo haya escuchado, que
tal suena. Digitech GSP2101. Someone just gave me one of these and I have afew s about it. 1. Can I
use this thing in the FX loop of my amp and use it strictly as an FX processor. Encuentra grandes



ofertas de digitech, comprando en eBay. Mejora el tono de la linea de Digitech Gsp 6 HD Pod XT
Vivo Multi Fx al instante. 3,42 EUR; Envio gratis.

Full Download Digitech Gsp 5 Manual view and download digitech gsp 21 owners manual online gsp
21 music pedal pdf manual download view and download digitech artist gsp 2101 owners manual
online studio tube preamp multi. If you understand how to program the 2101s algorithms,.youll have
a truly amazing tone monster on your hands. Im just learning how to get around the 2101, because it
is a hard piece of gear to get around,.LMAO. The best thing I can tell you is to use the manual and
use the sample walk through step by. If you are searched for a book Mercedes benz vito 111 cdi
manual in pdf form, in that case you come on to right site. We furnish the utter release of this book
in doc, PDF, txt, DjVu, ePub forms. You may read. Mercedes benz vito 111 cdi manual online or
downloading. Therewith, on our website you may read. Digitech gsp2101 guitar effects processor
cords not included. Digitech gsp 2101 limited edition purple haze. Digitech 2112 manual espa ol
digitech 2112 manuale italiano. Digitech vocal 300 vocal effects processor user s guide manual.
Digitech gsp 2101 artist upgrade 3.00.00.a gsp2101 new gsp2101 eprom firmware. EUR 3,90;
SofortKaufen; Keine. Digitech Studio Vocalist Manuale Di Istruzioni In Italiano. EUR 26,00;
SofortKaufen; Keine. DigiTech GSP 2101 Studio Tube Preamplifier Effects Processor Rack Mount. In
no event shall DigiTech or its dealers be liable for special or consequential damages or from any
delay in the performance of this warranty due to causes beyond their control. NOTE The information
contained in this manual is subject to change at any time without notification. Some information
contained in this manual. Replacement Battery and Pulling Tool. Please dont. more forget to visit the
Nocrotec Shop for other versions of this upgrade. These upgrade chips are new and tested.

This auction also includes the internal battery for the SGS 2112 and 2120 VGSArtist which should be
replaced every 7 years and an EPROM pulling tool which helps to pull the old EPROM out of the
socket. First Check your softwareversion. Switch on the unit while watching the display. This
upgrade works for ALL SGS 2112 and 2120 VGSArtist What you will get in this auction The complete
firmware upgrade chip to 2.30 with detailed installation manual in German and English. This
upgrade will make a 2120 Artist out of any 2112. A new replacement battery CR2032The battery is
not necessary for the upgrade. But you should take the opportunity to replace the battery when you
have your unit open If you have any questions to the upgrade just write me a message.You will need
a new user manual. After you have upgraded to firmware version 2.30 you will need a new user
manualthe manual for the 2120 Artist because the operation functions change with this software.
Item Condition These upgradechip. Battery and pulling tool are new, tested, in working condition. If
you dont like the parts youll get your money back. More SGS 2112 and 2120 VGS stuff wanted.
Check out my homepage SGS 2112 and 2120 VGS Webpage FAQs Q Do I need any special tools to
install the upgrade A No. You only need standard screwdrivers to install the upgrade. The EPROM
sits in a socket and is NOT You are bidding for one pair2 pcs. 12AX7A tubes specially selected for
the units Digitech GSP2101 Studio Tube. Tested and selected. FAQs Q Which tubes do you offer in
this listing. The brand or manufacturer does not matter. I have no special brands of tubes on stock.
It is difficult to get high quality low microphonic tubes today. So I buy the best I can get and select
them for the Digitech units. You can be sure that you will get excellent quality tubes for you unit. Q
How do you select the tubes. Is this really necessary A Yes. Definitely.

After replacing the tubes you must calibrate y GSP21 Pro and GSP21 Legend effects processors. This
upgrade works for ANY GSP21. GSP21 Pro or GSP21 Legend. First Check your installed
firmwareversion.If the display reads Digitech LEGEND Version 2.3” you already have the latest
version installed. If you are unsure. Please tell me what is shown at the display before you bid.This
upgrade will make a GSP21 Legend 2.30 out of any GSP21. GSP21 Pro or GSP21 Legend. You will
need a new user manual. After you have upgraded to Legend 2.30 you will need a new user manual
because the operation functions change with this software. Item Condition These upgrade is new.



Tested, in working condition. If the upgrade wont work youll get your money back. If you need more
GSP21 stuff Check out my homepage GSP21 Webpage FirmwareUpgrade FAQs Q What are the
differences bet ween the GSP21. GSP21 Pro, GSP21 Legend. A They all have identical circuitry.
Hardware is electronically and mechanically the same. The Pro and Legend shipped later and.
Therefore, had later firmware versions. If you install the latest firmware2.30 Legend into a GSP21 or
GSP21 Pro, you will have a GSP21 Legend with the 234 programs. The only difference will be the
face plate. Q What was the latestand final firmware version for the GSP21Pro. Legend A Version
2.30 was the latest version. Q Whic It will work for GSP2101 seriesOutput potentiometer GSP2101.
GSP21 Pro and GSP21 Legend Legend II seriesOutput potentiometer only Legend II And some other
units from this time. Please contact me if you are unsure if it will fit. You will need this
potentiometer when you experience a crackling or intermitted soundnoise out of the outputs when
turning the outputor input knob. Note To replace the pot youll need knowledge in soldering. The
potentiometer comes with washer and nut. Digitech part no. 402011 Youll find more Digitech parts
here Happy bidding. Also if this is not listed in the shipping options below or the Ebay checkout.

The buyer should ask me for the costs of these options before the auction ends. EUROPEAN
BUYERS This listing is not for European buyers.This encoder will work.GSP2101 Artist, GSP2101
Limited Edition, GSP2101 LE or GSP 2101 Artist PRO And for some other units from this time. You
will need this replacement encoder if your data wheel does not work properly anymore. If you
experience problems like the parameter changed with the data wheel does not increase or decrease
smoothly or the parameter or programs jump not from one to the next your encoder is defective and
needs to be replaced. Note To replace the encoder youll need knowledge in soldering. Digitech part
no. 440092 Youll find more Digitech parts here The data wheel encoder is the part which is mounted
behind the data wheelthis offer is NOT for the data wheel. Note The shown unitGSP2101 Blue
Dream is not part of this offer. EUROPEAN BUYERS This listing is not for European buyers.Valve FX
and Legend IIThis jack will also fit for other Digitech models. Please. more email me if you are
unsure. Please dont forget to visit the Nocrotec Shop for other versions of this jack. This offer is for
one new FRONT INPUT phone jack for the Digitech units SGS 2112 2120 VGS. Valve FX and Legend
II. Note it does NOT fit as a replacement for the jacks on the back of the unit. If you need the jacks
on the back of the unit. You will find them in my other offers. This jack will also fit for other Digitech
models. Please email me if you are unsure. The jack will fit in this positionsexamples Note the shown
units are not part of this offer. There is a well known problem at the 2121. 2120. Valve FX and
Legend II series The jacks corrode over the years and they become general contact problems. I
recommend NOT to use contact sprayDeoxid or other sprays to solve this problem but replacing the
jack. Note To replace the jacks youll need knowledge in soldering. For other special parts please
ask. Youll find more Digitech Happy bidding.

EUROPEAN BUYERS This listing is not for European buyers.Happy bidding! RcmdId
ViewItemDescV4,RlogId p4%60bo7%60jtb9%3Feog4d71f%2B%3F4f%3E14ac40b71d00x109 Please
contact me if you are unsure if it will fit. If you experience problems like the parameter changed
with the parameter knob does not increase or decrease smoothly or the parameter value jumps not
from one to the next your encoder is defective and needs to be replaced. Notes To replace the
encoder youll need knowledge in soldering. This encoder will not fit for the data wheel. But for the 5
lower parameter knobs. This offer includes the encoder and the nut. Digitech part no. 440172 Youll
find more Digitech parts here The parameter encoders are the parts which are mounted behind the
parameter knobthis offer is NOT for the parameter knobs. Note The shown units and the parameter
knobs are not part of this offer. EUROPEAN BUYERS This listing is not for European
buyers.Replacement Battery and Pulling Tool. Please dont forget.You will need this firmware. If you
have a lower Firmware than 2.40 in you unit. This upgrade fits for ALL RP10 units. This auction also
includes the internal battery for the RP10 which should be replaced every 7 years and an EPROM
pulling tool which helps to pull the old EPROM out of the socket. First Check your current



firmwareversion. Power on the unit while watching the display. This upgrade works for Digitech
RP10 effects processors. What you will get in this auction The complete firmware upgrade chip to
Legend 2.40 with detailed installation manual in English A replacement battery CR2032The battery
is not necessary for the upgrade. But you should take the opportunity to replace the battery when
you have your unit open If you have any questions to the upgrade just write me a message.Item
Condition These upgradechip. If you need more RP10 stuff Check out my homepage RP10 Webpage
FirmwareUpgrade FAQs Q Do I need any special tools to install the upgrade A No.

You only need standard screwdrivers to install the upgrade. The EPROM sits in a socket and is NOT
soldered. It is easy to replace it. It is just like a BIOS EPROM on a PC motherboard. Same applies to
the battery. Q What was the latestand final firmware version for the RP10. A Version 2.40 was the
latest and final version. Q Digitech Rear. more Panel Phone Jack for many Digitech units This jack
fits for many different units. Examples all rear panel phone jacks of the SGS 2112, 2120 VGS all rear
panel phone jacks of the Valve FX all rear panel phone jacks of the Genesis 3 all rear panel phone
jacks of the Legend II all phone jacks of the Johnson JM150. Johnson JM250 all phone jacks of the
RP5. RP6, RP7 all phone jacks of the Studio Quad all phone jacks of the TSR6. TSR12 many other
different Digitech units. Please compare with the pictures or write me if you are unsure. There is a
well known problem at the Digitech units The jacks corrode over the years and they become general
contact problems. I recommend NOT to use contact sprayDeoxid or other sprays to solve this
problem but replacing the jack. If you need the nut for this jack please write me. EUROPEAN
BUYERS This listing is not for European buyers.Please email me if you are unsure. You are bidding
for one phone jack including nut for Digitech GSP2101. 2101 Artist, 2101 Artist PRO or Digitech
GSP 2101 LELimited Edition This phone jack fits for all in these units mounted phone plug
jacksINPUT on the front and all phone jacks on the fear panel This jack will also fit for other
Digitech models like GSP21. GSP21 Pro, GSP21 Legend and many more. The jack fits in the
following positions front rear Note the shown unitsGSP2101 and GSP2101 Blue Dream are not part
of this listing. There is a well known problem in the GSP2101 series The rear input does not work. In
most cases this is caused by the FRONT input jack. At the jacks youll find 3 switches as you can see
on the pictures.
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